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Stage
smoking
talks
begin

Lance Richardson·out
Richardson out as
men's
men’s basketball coach
BY
B
y MAX
M a x BELZ
Belz
Covenant College did not renew Coach
C oach Lance Richardson's
Richardson’s
contract according to an athletic department announcement
Tuesday afternoon.

BY
BELZ
B y ADAM
A dam B
e lz

At a team meeting Monday
M onday night, Coach
C oach Richardson and
athletic director Roy Heintz
Hcintz informed the team ooff the decision. The
only reason Richardson gave the team for Covenant’s
Covenant's decision was
his conduct on the sidelines.
Richardson just completed his fourth year as head coach after
week's A
AAC
the team lost in last week’s
A C tournament.

Symantec web security
The word watcher under review
By J
essie H
a r r is
BY
JESSIE
HARRIS

T he internet stands as one of
of
The
the greatest channels of
o f knowledge and vice of
o f the 21st
21st century.
In Christian colleges with universal wireless access, it comes
com es under intense scrutiny. How
H ow should
cyberspace provide stude~ts
students with
unicationeducational and comm
communicational resources without leading them
into temptations like pornography? Covenant's
Covenant’s solution, Symantec, is built to objectively filter out
harmful websites based on word

content.
content.
Recently there has been talk
about sex and marriage on the
Wittenberg Floor,
Floor, and
and Senior
Senior
Wittenberg
Brad Hendrickson
Hendrickson referred
referred aa felfelBrad
low student
student to
to aa certain
certain article
article on
on
low
website about
about Christian
Christian marmaraa website
riage, which
which was
was blocked
blocked by
by SySyriage,
mantec software.
software. Hendrickson
Hendrickson
mantec
requested access
access to
to the
the site
site to
to fafarequested
cilitate discussion.
discussion. Associate
Associate Dean
Dean
cilitate
o f Students
Students and
and administrator
administrator of
of
of
the Symantec
Symantec system,
system, Emily
Emily GosGosthe
selink temporarily
temporarily placed
placed the
the site
site
selink
on an
an "accept"
“ accept” list;
list; she
she can
can also
also
on

Bill Robinson at the Catacombs Folk Festival
Friday night. Verdict on page 3.

See Security,
Securitj1, page 22 .

Christopher Taylor and Paul Cheney cover the Velvet
Underground.

Liz Tubergen
By ~iz
Tubergeri

Dr. Jeff Hall acknowledged in
a meeting M
Monday
onday with drama
professor Camille Hallstrom that
he made a mistake by not con
con-
sulting with her before Student
Development banned smoking on
stage at Covenant.
The ruling, which banned
o f actual cigarette from
any kind of
being lit on stage, was criticized
sharply by students and faculty
over recent weeks. Hallstrom,
Hall and Dean ooff Students Brad
Voyles have begun to meet and
discuss the issue.
“ N o stage practice issues have
"No
been resolved yet, pending further
research into legal and insurance
issues,” Hallstrom wrote in an
issues,"
email to several students. "But
“ But
discussion is ongoing."
ongoing.”
Some faculty saw the deci
decio f the college's
college’s
sion as a violation of
governing process, which should
re
involve faculty in any decision reich
garding the curriculum. Dr. R
Rich-
ard Follett drafted a resolution
protesting the ruling and present
presented it in a faculty meeting Tuesday,
M on 
Feb. 21. After the meeting Monday, the issue was dropped from
the agenda for Tuesday's
Tuesday’s faculty
meeting.
“W e’re sitting on it for a while,
"We're
waiting to see how ongoing dis
discussions pan out, and hope that
eventually the entire resolution
might be scrapped in lieu of
o f mu
mutually satisfying solutions,"
solutions,” HallHall
strom wrote.
A long-term decision will not
be made until talks with Hallstrom
end sometime after Spring Break,
he question
according to Voyles. T
The
o f college governance still hangs
of
in the air. Hallstrom’s
Hallstrom's opinion will
‘ be c6nsidered,
considered, but Voyles reserves
the right to disregard it.
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Full-o
rbed intellig
ence
Full-orbed
intelligence

'

Dr. Howard Gardner lectures at Covenant
BY
B
y CHARLOTTE
C harlotte OKIE
O k ie

The
T he first weekend in February brought
Covenant face to face with an intelligence
High school seniors with
extravaganza. Fligh
a smorgasbord of
o f talents and interests
streamed onto campus for our first annual
Scholarship Weekend, a vast exhibition
ooff prospective student abilities in art,

science, community development, and
leadership. Along with test scores, essays,
and interviews, candidates were evaluated
using group discussions, portfolios, and
scenarios. All sorts ooff skills and interests
were revealed.
Dr. Howard Gardner would approve.
Gardner was on campus last Thursday
as speaker at the second annual Educators
Conference. As the Hobbs
H obbs Professor ooff
Cognition and Education at the Harvard
Harvard
Graduate School of
o f Education, Gardner is
the psychologist resp·onsible
responsible for the theory
of
o f multiple intelligences, an idea that has
made him what some call a "paradigm
“ paradigm
shifter"
shifter” in the realm of
o f education (www.
(www.
infed.org).
infed.org).
A trim man in a neat blazer and wirerimmed glasses, Gardner's
Gardner’s speaking style
was clever and clipped as he expounded
in three sessions on his . theories ooff
educational psychology. In his first lecture,
he revisited his idea that there are nine
different intelligences, and therefore
that effective education should becom
e
become
increasingly individualized. T
he last two
The
lectures focused on his ultimate goal for

Security, from page ir

place sites on a "deny"
“ deny” list that
may have been incorrectly catcat
egorized.
Typically, Symantec categorizcategoriz
es words according to predefined
lists, such as alcohol, gambling,
sex acts, sex attire, nudity, and
crass humor. If
I f a word does not fit
in one of
o f those categories, it is giv
given a dynamic document recogni
recogni(D D R ), which scales
tion number (DDR),
the_word in terms ooff its baggage.
the
On
O
n a breast cancer site, the word

this kind of
o f education-to
education— to train children
to understand the world for the purpose of
of
making it better.

Along
A
long with his position at the Harvard
Graduate School ooff Education, Dr.
Gardner is also adjunct professor of
of
Psychology at Harvard University and holds
honorary degrees at twenty colleges and
universities. He is Director ooff Harvard’s
Harvard's
Project Zero, an ongoing research group in
learning and cognition, and author or coco
author of
o f more thari
than twenty books, which
have been translated into more than 23
languages. Gardner is also a recipient of
of
many prestigious awards nationally and
internationally.
Education Department Chair Jim
Drexler calls him one of
o f the most
influential educational theorist ooff the last
twenty years. This was the motivation
behind the email invitation Drexler offered
last year after Covenant's
Covenant’s first annual
Educators Conference, at which registrants
Gardner's appearance at
voted for Dr. Gardner’s
year's gathering. With a large enough
this year’s
honorarium (which was possible because
of
o f the 300 registrants, along with ccoo
sponsorship by the Kaleo Center . and
several local private schools), the Ha::Vard
Harvard
professor was convinced.
By bringing Gardner to Covenant,
education professor Dr. Kaufmann says
the department is fulfilling three of
o f its
basic goals. First, the college wants to
serve the larger educational community
by bringing thought-provoking speakers

to the campus and accommodating
accom m odating a
large number of
o f teachers from all kinds
of
o f schools and several different states.
Covenant education students also attended
for free. Juniors Lauren Holcombe
H olcom be and
Collyn Graves said the conference was very
engaging, especially the session on multiple
intelligences.
Secondly, such a large conference
increases Covenant's
Covenant’s visibility, especially
in the intellectual community. Kaufmann
and his colleagues hope to dispel some
misunderstandings about the Christian
mountaintop college. H
Holding
olding a conference
with a man ooff Gardner’s
Gardner's influence in
education and psychology bespeaks
Covenant's
Covenant’s loyalty to academic honesty.
The
T he most noteworthy reason for
Gardner's
Gardner’s presence on campus is, ooff
course, that "all
truth," as
“ all truth is God's
G od ’s truth,”
Dr. Kaufmann says. Gardner's
Gardner’s commoncom m ongrace insights into the heart of
o f intelligence
fit well into the Christian view of
o f the child
as the imago dei.
dei,. Dr. Drexler agrees that
the tendency for believers to surround
themselves with those who think like them
can be limiting; this conference was one
attempt to break open that narrowness.
But not everyone thinks this way. Several
attendees indicated on their evaluation
forms that they were disappointed in
Covenant for drawing a non-Christian as
a speaker.
Dr. Drexler has thought about the
connections between Gardner's
Gardner’s beliefs
and his intellectual theories. He finds that

“"breast"
breast” may have a DDR
D D R of
o f 150, . problems on the maintenance
while cancer is rated -200, making
end, including performance and
the overall number -50, allowing a
reliability issues,"
issues,” said Tracy. Now
Now
student access to that site.
Covenant is searching for a new
If a combination of
o f words falls
filter. One
O n e option is Astaro, which
into one of
o f the predefined lists, or
has the unique ability of
o f rating
if it receives a high enough DDR
DDR
pictures based on flesh tones and
number, the site is flagged, and a . a database of
o f known pornograpornogra-,
certain number of
o f flagged sites
phers.
,•
within a specific time disables the
There are a few pockets of
o f frusfrus
student's internet.
student’s
tration on the Covenant campus
Networking specialist, John
because Symantec often blocks
Tracy, sees the main problem
“ It is
problem with
sites for no apparent reason. "It
Symantec not in the raw quality
frustrating how Symantec tries to
of
o f filtering but with the mechan
flag every questionable page it can
mechanics of
o f the system, "We
“ We have had
get its hands on, innocent or not,"
not,”

while Gardner's
Gardner’s stated point ooff contention
common
with Christians is their com
m on hypocrisy,
Gardner himself seems to be inconsistent
in some of
o f his assertions. For example,
Gardner agrees to the indispensability of
of
morality in the development ooff children
and adults, but gives no ground for his
beliefs on this subject other than empirical
evidence.
It's true that some of
It’s
o f his statements
during his time here may have made some
Christians in the audience tense. But, as
Dr. Kaufmann says, tension "happens
“ happens all
the time. It's
It’s the give-and-take of
o f honest
exchange."
exchange.” Kaufmann and Drexler both
think reformed Christians in particular
should recognize the valuable contributions
men like Gardner make to learning, and
develop skills in .critical thinking.
Dr. Gardner's
Gardner’s own impressions ooff
Covenant as a place where faith and
learning are tied seem to be varied. His
reasons for coming
com ing here were "ninety
“ ninety
percent"
percent” because he was invited, and "ten
“ ten
percent"
percent” because he likes to visit places
he's never been before.
he’s
W hen asked
When
what he thought of
o f the place, Gardner
said that though he didn't
didn’t know anything
about Presbyterianism before, he loved the
setting and found people here "clever"
“ clever” and
engaging.
Attendee evaluations show that most
conference-goers felt similarly positive.
Mrs. Dodson said she thought those who
came----Covenant
came—
Covenant students, educators from .
all levels, kinds of
o f schools, and geographical
locations, along with other community
members-predominantly
members—
predominantly came away
satisfied and ready for another conference
next year, to which other education giants
like ·Eliot
Eliot Eisner and Nicholas Wolterstorff
_ may be invited to speak.
Lauri M
oyle contributed to this report.
Moyle

comm
ented freshman Houston
commented
Adair.·
Adair.
"I
“ I have not been too inconve
inconvenienced by it [Symantec], but it is
annoying at times, and it can limit
what a student studies. Recently, I
was unable to access a document
on church history,”
history," said senior
Brian Hecker
However,
Tracy and Gosselink
Ho~ever, ,Tracy
both expressed a willingness to
help students access educational
sites that Symantec originally
blocks. "We
“ We are all adults on this
campus; I wish that Symantec
gave the students the exact reasons

for denial,"
denial,” commented
comm ented Tracy.
Gosselink sees Symantec as a
ministry tool. For those struggling
with pornography, she can closely
monitor their account and limit
their access to a couple ooff hours
per day.

"I
“ I have a passion for helping
brothers," commented
my brothers,”
comm ented Gosselink, "It
“ It is difficult at times,
and I don't
don’t like having to review
pornography sites, but I would
much rather do it-than
it than have Doug
D oug
Simons or Dean Voyles have to
check those sites."
sites.” For now a per
perfect filter seems unrealistic.

Faculty
F a c u lty Quote
Q u o te of
o f the
th e Week
W eek
!

·I

"I
thank-God
he faculty quote
quot'e of the week."
“I thank
God that I am not in .tthe
week.”
- Art professor Kayb Carpenter
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Coming clean: Deflating the idea that we have any idea what chapel is

VERDICT
V e r d ic t
Yes
Yes... to Catacombs Folk FestiFesti
val. Props to John Davis and the
rest of the homeboys for makmak
It’s good to pack
ing it happen. It's
the Art Barn full of warm light,
music and bodies, but that’s
that's not
all. The Folk Festival is one of
the best traditions at Covenant
because it's
it’s real and it's
it’s ours.
No high school visitors and their
parents, no worrying about the
college's
college’s image, no slick publicity
and no judges. And what unfolds
is beautiful. Go figure.

Letters to
the editor
are welcome:
Send them by email to
bagpipe@covenanledu.
bagpipe@covenant.edu, with •Letter
“tetter
Editor” in the subject line.
to the Editor"
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
145,140
49 Scenic Highwayl.QokHighwayLookBox 145,
14049
out Mountain, GA 30750.
Make letters topical and lcetp
keep them
•• Malet
under
UJUlu
200 words.
2oowords.
•• Letters may ht
be editelforcbmtJI
editedfo r clarity and
length.
lntgth.
Letters shoubl
should ht
be sigMl
signed withji,11
with full
• Utters
name, dJus
class st11nding,
standing, and d«l«ml
declared
lfilfflt,
major,
i f qplicablt.
applicable.
Jfllljor.if

The Bagpipe
Established IN
in 1955
ESTABLISHED
A
d a m B elz
Al>AMBELZ

BY
B y MATIHEW
M a t t h e w GIWKIN
G il u k in

The recent uproar on the venerable Wittenberg Floor concerning
the Hip-Hop Squad's
Squad’s body movements during a diversity chapel has
caused us all to stop again and ponder: "What
“What is chapel? What exacdy
exactly
is supposed to be going on there?"
there?” Expectations and opinions differ.
It's not church. It's
It’s
It’s not aa classroom. It’s
It's not required indoctrination,
allegedly. It’s
It's not a social club. It's
It’s not just entertainment. Okay, but
what is it?
I want to put forward a skeptical and fairly
fairly provocative opinion:
chapel may exist, but we don't
don’t really know anything about what it is. And
by "we"
“we” I inean
mean everyone at the college. Anyone claiming otherwise is a
liar. I think a strong argument for this view can be made. The confusion,
the constant complaining and arguing, and the lack of a divine author
for the Student Handbook's
Handbook’s definition of chapel, all suggest to me that
we should throw up our hands and collectively admit our lack of warrant
for knowing with any sort of precision what chapel is.
Such agnosticism may fly
fly in the face of common sense and smack
of heresy (did he just say he doesn't
doesn’t believe in God?!). But admitting a
lack our lack of certain knowledge may clarify an issue that has vexed
vexed·
the college for years.
Comments from a couple professors support my thesis. Dr. Haddad
explains, "In
“In my ·ten
ten ·years
years at Covenant College, chapel has been
reinvented several times.
. . . .“ "I Iwaited
times............
waitedfor
formore.
more.ItItdidn’t
didn'tcome.
come.
Dr. Morton points out that "students,
“students, faculty,
faculty, administrators, board
members have tried to fix
fix chapel for
“Do
for forty years.”
years." His suggestion? "Do
not try to fix chapel.
chapel.Just
Just let it be because it is aa black hole.”
hole."
Even the very name "chapel"
“chapel” is a misnomer. It connotes a churchchurch
like, narrowly spiritual
spi.ritual focus not common to all
all chapels. "Convocation"
“Convocation”
is ·probably better title for that thing we do Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday at eleven in the morning.
morning.
Why am I sweeping the epistemic legs out from under chapel? Why
the Nietzschean ground clearing?
Because I think it might help us better enjoy chapel.
I spent much of my first
first two years hating on chapel, in good part
didn't fi.t
because it didn’t
fit my conception of what it ·should
should be. I thought the

music should be mainly hymns, since those were the most "Christian"
“Christian”
songs around. Crazy manJames Ward led chapel my freshman year and
· I didn’t
didn't appreciate a minute of it. I now regret my attitude--out
attitude— out of (my)
control chapels are cool.
Many other students (and faculty) spend significant portions of their
chapel lives in similar dismay because chapel didn’t
didn't meet up to their
narrow expectations. Instead it was too spiritual, too intellectual, too
boring, too required, too wild, too ...
. . . blah.
In my estimation, the only legitimate complaint is that a particular
chapel was not good, meaning that whatever went on was poorly done,
and it was unclear how it tied
tied into the goals of this college. But such
siich
instances aren't
aren’t really complaints about chapel, broadly speaking. The
folks in charge of putting chapel together must work hard to ensure .
. that whatever happens in chapel is of a quality deserving our (forced?)
attendance.
I suggest we all drop our personal perspectives of chapel out of mind
and just go expecting a good thing. It’s
It's the one time when aa majority
of that entity which is Covenant College is
is in one place, gathered to
participate in a common task. Chapel should be an activity wherein we
collectively develop our understanding of, and participate in, what it
means to be at Covenant. As Dr. Green once explained, "It
“It is in chapel,
then, that all the other strands of the college community can be joined
together, publicly discussed, and made coherent."
coherent.”
Chapel, whatever it is, will continue to exist as long as Covenant
does. It should do all those things we expect from
from our
01:1r education here:
encourage, challenge, affirm, delight, edify, expand our horizons.
This assessment of chapel may appear vague and amorphous. Ye.s.
Yes.
That's
That’s my point. Try to roll with
with it.
I think it is consistent with
with our theological convictions that anything
could happen in chapel. If some activity appropriate to the confines of
the chapel building can help to further demonstrate our understanding
of Christ's
Christ’s lordship over all of creation, then by all means do it, whether
it is singing, teaching, dancing, praying, story telling, or monster truck
driving.
Oh, and it would be nice to see more faculty and staff there too. But
don't
don’t let me step on anyone’s
anyone's toes.

On being comfortable
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BY
MATIHEW
relendessly to
Americans work relentlessly
achieve a state of comfort. We go
to great lengths to possess what
we want: the house, the body, the
stuff, the job, the friends, the state
stuff;

So we . move into neighborhoods
full of people from similar backback

grounds. We send our kids (or
ourselves) to the schools full
full of
other
“good
kids.”
We
go
shop
"good kids."
shopLayout
ping
for
churches.
We
buy
prod
prodPhoto
Copy Edit
ucts that do the hard work for us.
of mind, the state of soul, the fufu . We avoid talking to people we
ture,
the
anything
else
status,
and
don’t understand or don't
don’t know
don't
C u f f Fo r em an
CIJPFFoREMAN
Faculty Advisor
· we conjure up as being necessary how to address, giving enough
·
for easy living.
ourselves to others to sate our
of ou~lves
This is
Covenant
is•a ~
t College
ColJqe student publication
that
many
of
The
views
expressed
herein
do
not
necessarily
reflect
consciences, hut
but not so much of
And
the
thing
is
111< vkws upmsed Mttin
necnsarily mlect
those
of the College
or the student body.
thoRof
Coll.ortbestudmt
us have the resources to get pretty ourselves to interrupt our otherother
far along in our exercises in selfwise
busy
schedules.
self-14049 Scenic
Scmic: Highway • Lookout
Loolw.lit Mountain, GA 30750
When you pile our narcissis
interest. If you come from the
narcissisright socio-economic group,
group; exer
exer- tic habits . together •it adds up to .
If you would like the Bagpipe
cise some determination, and pospos
an escape from reality. We avoid
to run a story on something,
o f luck, you can have a
sess a bit
hit of
the pain and struggle for survival
send your suggestion by email
life in which nothing happens out many fate,
face, the brokenness of re
reto Bagpipe@covenant.edu with
of the ordinary, at least not any lationships, the time it takes to ·
'Story
‘Story Idea•
Idea’ in the subject line.
more out o
off the ordinary than fits get to know people, the patience
to wait -for
for p~blems
problems to fix themthem
your
tastes.
· For advertising inquiries,
to
inconve
We
try
remove
some
just
aren’t
all
inconveselves,
that
things
JUSt
aren't
contact Adam Belz:
niences, stress, and confrontation fair and there is absolutely nothnoth
from our lives because these disdis
ph. (7o6)
(706) 419-1602
from
ing we can do to fix it, our limits
Bagpipe@covenant.edu
rupt our efforts at self-definition.
as humans.

In s~ort,
short, we try to create heavheav
en on earth. But it isn’t
bringing
isn't
It’s bring
in the kingdom of God. It's
bringing in the kingdom of me-or at
·least people like me. Shalom is
is the
goal, but our methods and goals
are screwed up. This phenom
phenomdoesn’t limit itself to
enon doesn't
to nonnon-,
Christians.
.
Such a ·warped
warped over-realover-real
ized eschatology plagues affluent
Christians, like me, who possess
the resources at hand to ensure
our comfort. And we ended up
living . I think something in
in our
human nature causes us to de
desire completeness or wholeness.
It’s
It's hard to live in a world that
can
you do not understand and cannot control. .Vulnerable,
Vulnerable, insecure,
.not
unstable, ignorant-none of these
are the sort o
off adjective we want
jammed next to our names. So we
do our best to ensure that we have
our junk together.
But the devastating effect of

An article titled
tided "Faculty
“Faculty
goes into executive discussion
to discuss smoking on
stage”
o~ stage"
by Adam Belz, appeared on
Feb. 23. The article · states
incorrecdy
incorrectly that Dean Brad
Voyles banned only ''actual
“actual
smoking of actual tobacco”
tobacco"
on stage. Voyles’
Voyles' decision bans
the lighting of any kind of
cigarette on stage, . including
non-tobacco products.

ability to adequately
sin on our ability_
address our existential situation
leaves us unable to live in the
very worlds we strive so hard to •
construct. Things fall apart. Our
constandy
self-understanding is constantly
threatened. Other people threatthreat
en on our ability to live as we like.
And our scrambling about to plug
the holes in the dams we create

See e
Comfort,
page 5
S
e ~ pages
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(''Act
II" appears
(“Act of
o f the Apostle II”
later in the album), that Stuart
still struggles with being a "hope“ hope
less unbeliever”
“A ct of
o f the
unbeliever".. In ''Act

Ye of little faith! or
Ye
What sort of band is this?
Belle &
fi, Sebastian abandon the narrow roadfor...something
for... something else.
B
y TOM
Tom P
au lus
BY
PAULUS
When a college music staple
like the Scottish group Belle &
Sebastian ·puts out a new record
it’s reasonable to experience some
it's
anticipatory anxiety. I’m
I'm pleased
to announce that with The Life PurPur
suit, many critics are breathing a

sigh ooff relief. Belle & Sebastian's
Sebastian’s
ow before any of
o f you
still got it. N
Now
of
go draw a bath or put on a cup of
herbal tea, keep in mind that the
new record is not called lf
I f You're
You’re
Feeling Sinister, which is the name
o f an album put out by the same
of
group ten years ago.
While it's
it’s reasonable to be nosnos
talgic about the music the band
used to put out, it’s
it's also unrealistic

to expect their seventh album to
sound just like their first. With the
latest addition to their discogra
discography, Belle & Sebastian has reafreaf
firmed its plans not to go back to
cheap studios and self-produced
records. If it wasn’t
wasn't clear from
the last release, Dear Catastrophe
Waitress, it should be obvious now
that the group is moving on. This
isn’t
isn't bad news.
Long time fans should be
encouraged, keeping in mind
Jack
that just because Stevie Jackson (the Keith Richards ooff the
group) has learned how to tune
his guitar and Belle & Sebastian
can afford a producer like Tony
Hoffer, it doesn’t
doesn't follow that the
new album is not good. The Life

Pursuit will probably
probably prove one ooff
the best albums of
o f the year, un
uno f course, someone in The
less, of
Five Points music laboratory has
discovered an astounding pattern
some
hidden deep in the mix ooff ·some
flash in the pan indie-record that
o ff the C
ov
will knock this one off
Covenant list.
Belle & Sebastian is still deep
deeply committed to their art. Stuart
M
urdoch, though color blind and
Murdoch,
sadder than most, not only wrote
o f the exciting new
all but one of
tunes on the album, he also did all
of
the photography. This aspect of
the album should appeal to CovCov
enant men especially—
especially- the sleeve
is filled with pictures of
o f beautiful
girls in kilts. I used to think kilts

were sillysilly— not anymore!
The patriotism doesn’t
doesn't stop
there either, these girls are hold
holding signs that say things like:
“ Scotland’s for me!"
me!” and "Belle
“ Belle &
"Scotland's
Sebastian” (yes, that is considered
Sebastian"(yes,
Stuart’s
patriotic). Along with Stuart's
photos and lyrics, the sleeve also
includes several questions from
fans and personal replies from the
band members.
dif
Though the new album is difo f the thethe
ferent, it shares some of
o f its older
matic characteristics of
ar
siblings. In fact, it could be argued that it takes the framework
of
o f the previous albums to fully
understand what the newest one
is all about. It is evident from the
first song, "Act
“Act ooff the Apostle”
Apostle"

Apostle"
A
posde” the heroine of
o f the album
cries in desperation: "\Vhat
“What would
believe?".. Throughout the
I do to believe?”
Murdoch
album M
urdoch seems to use this
expericharacter to relay his own experi
ences ooff fascination and doubt
concerning the Gospel—
Gospel-experiexperi
ences which may have, sadly, inin
volved him getting the
~e ecclesiasti
ecclesiastical cold shoulder at the height of
of
his curiosity.
Once
O nce again on the newest
album there is a considerable
amount ooff Biblical imagery that
appears sporadically throughout
and the T. Rex sounding "The
“ T he
Blues Are Still Blue”
Blµe" even includes
Wilkerson's
a reference to David Wilkerson’s
The Cross and the Switchblade.
Stu
Switchblade. Is Stuart related to Nicky Cruz or is he
just up on evangelical movements
of
o f the 60's?
60’s?
Other similarities to older alal
bum's
bum
’s can be found in another T
T.
Rex sounding song called "Sukie
“ Sukie
in the Graveyard”
Graveyard" which is lyricallyrical
ly reminiscent ooff old time favorite
''.Judy and the Dream of
“Judy
o f Horses.”
Horses."
Despite the things I've
I’ve men
mentioned above though, it seems that
Belle & Sebastian have managed
to completely recreate themselves
over the past two albums. Except
for the resurrection ooff the trumpet
solo on "Dress
“ Dress Up In You",
You” , there
beis but little musical similarity be
tween the old and the new. The
old songs were melancholy but
cozy. The
T he new songs are bloody
catchy.
Besides the lyrical excellence
of
o f the album, it seems that the
biggest feat of
o f The Life Pursuit
Pursuit must
be the successful blending of
o f the
o f councoun
seemingly opposing styles of
try, soul, and blues into a pop-euphoria. W
hile this accomplishaccomplish
While
ment is certainly impressive, it also
represents my only qualm with the
record. It seems that Belle & SeSe
bastian have pushed too many hip
buttons this time. They've
They’ve taken
it upon themselves to give indie
don’t know any better a
kids who don't
cleaned up sampling of
o f some of
of
the best music ever recorded. This
album even includes several taste
tasteful guitar solos. It’s
It's worrisome.
.What
W hat will happen when kids
get bored with "Wild
“ Wild Horses"
Horses”
by The
T he Rolling Stones because
they’ve been listening to the catchcatch
they've
ier "Morning
“ M orning Time Crescent"
Crescent” by
Belle & Sebastian? What will haphap
“ Get It O
n”
pen when we forego "Get
On"
“ The
by T. Rex for a smoother "The

See Narrow road, page 5
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Cold Blooded Art

Comfort, from page 3
leaves us tired, frustrated, and
feeling inadequate to the task.
All the while we commit idolatry,
expecting the creation
creadon to provide
our deep satisfaction.
In the middle ooff the "who's
“ w ho’s
who"
auw ho” of
o f the Christian faith the au
thor of
o f Hebrews says, "These
“ These all
died in faith, not having received
the things promised, but having
seen them and greeted them from
afar, and having acknowledged
that they were strangers and exex
iles on the earth"
earth” (Heb. 11
11:13).
: 13). A
A
few verses later it continues: "they
“ they
desire a better country, that is, a
heavenly one. Therefore God
G od is
not ashamed to be called their
God,
G
od, for he has prepared for them
a city"
city” (v. 15). Our
O ur lives can
be open to the brokenness in
this world because our citizenship
lies elsewhere.
It is a misunderstanding ooff
our identity as strangers and exex
iles inthis world to conflate this life
with the next. Everything in this
world is a creadon
G od corcor
creation ooff God
rupted by the fall. By the grace
of
God
of G
od we are called out of
o f our
own wretched condition so that
we might dive back into this world
as agents bringing about king
kingdom of
o f God. As Augustine says
in his Confessions: "so
“ so far as lies
within our weak nature's
nature’s power,
we sympathize with those in need
and help them in the way that we
would wish to be helped, if we
were in similar need.”
need."
Confidence in the ability ooff
G od to fulfill his promises asas
God
suages our existential anxiety. We
should be comfortable with being
uncomfortable.
Our
O
u r identity is backed by the
assurance that we will
wil,l one day
enter into the heavenly rest where
comfort is no longer a commodity
traded and fought for, but rather
the complete reality of
o f life as it
ought to be.

B y Ross
R oss BARNARD
B arnard
BY
Yorker and the public
The New Yorker
Tru
alike were surprised when Truman Capote asked to pick up a
beat involving the brutal murder
o f a local family in a sleepy ru
of
rural Midwestern town called H
ol
Holcomb. Joined by contempo·rary
contemporary
writer and friend, Harper Lee, the
investigadon that the two embark
investigation
on eventually inspires Capote to
write his most famous book, and
the first ooff its kind, In Cold Blood.
The work that emerged from C
a
Capote's research turned out to be a
pote’s
sympathet
strikingly intimate and sympatheto f these men whom
ic portrayal of
America
la
Arne1ica at large had already labeled as heartless monsters.
In his day, Truman Capote was
one of
o f the world's
world’ s most beloved
writers. His numerous books and
plays, and his articles for The Mew
New
Yorker magazine won him many
Yorker
great
awards and a reputation ooff greatness. But Capote, despite what the
title may suggest, is not about his
tide
life and its greatness; it’s
it's about
something far more particular
and obscure.
After traveling to the tiny west
western Kansas town, Capote and Lee
begin their research by speaking
with various townspeople who
had known the Clutter family. In
doing so, Truman Capote soon
realizes he has a one-sided story
on his hands. Everyone seems to
know how the family was killed
(shotgun blasts to the head), but
no one knows wiry
why. they were
W hat’s more, neither the
killed. What's
police nor any ooff the town’s
citi
town's citizenry seem to care or even be the
least bit curious.
some
Capote decides to do something unheard of
o f in his day: inter
interview the men responsible for the
murders and publish their side of
of
the
tl1e story. In speaking with these
o
men, he discovers the true m
motive behind their heinous act ooff
violence. But not before forging
a friendship with one ooff the men,
Perry; a friendship, which reveals
to Capote truths about his own
childhood he never before had
pondered.
o f self-realizaself-realiza
In a moment of
tion, Truman Capote sees that
he is no better than the men who
committed these murders, but
rather is merely a product of
o f his
own half-conscious decisions and
of
a few lucky breaks entirely out of
his control. Capote points out in
one scene, when referring to his

newfound friend, "It's
“ It’s as if Perry
and I grew
grew' up in the same house.
And one day he went out the back
door and I went out the front."
front.”
Capote is referring to his troubled
childhood, which he comprehends
is not unlike that ooff Perry.
film’s main conflict is bebe
The film's
tween Capote and Perry. For the
majority ooff the movie, Capote

attempts to convince Perry to tell
everything that happened the
him everytl1ing
night ooff the murders, but Perry
of
stubbornly refuses. Because of
their friendship, however, Perry
finally confides in the ever persis
persistent Capote and shares his secret.

Capote discovers the reason be
besim
hind these murders is much simpler and chance-determined than
originally suspected.
Although not explicitly stated
within the film, it is implied that
Mr. Capote was a homosexual.
There is one scene in which he
speaks with his male friend back
dis
home in New York, and they disR iv
cuss traveling to the Spanish Riviera together to write. This plan is
whis
discussed in barely audible whispers. On
O n the other hand, Capote
states in one scene that his whole
life people had thought they had
him pegged, but they did not know

him for what he really was. This
could also imply he is merely an
Whatev
effeminate, straight man. Whatever Truman Capote’s
Capote's sexual pref
preference (which has no bearing on
the story), Hoffman does a superb
jo
b in portraying him as readers
job
around the world knew him.
Capote is well worth the price
o f admission. The story is incredincred
of
T he casting and
ibly well written. The
perfecdy auau
locations appear as perfectly
thentic to the 1950’s
l 950's and 1960’s
I 960's
time period.
Philip Seymour
Ca
Hoffman, who plays Truman Capote, is riveting in the part. The
character ooff Capote, with his ef-

fortless, yet oddly unfunny, effemi
effeminate mannerisms and airs, could
not have been easy shoes to fill.
charac
Capote was an eccentric character, who was always well groomed,
well dressed and loved being the
life ooff any party.

Capote is a film brimming
with mystery, style and comedy,
and a conclusion so powerful, it
makes one to believe he or she is
actually standing where Capote
stands, witnessing what he wit
wit_nesses, feeling what he feels. It is
a film that weighs heavy on the
heart, and one audiences are not
likely to forget for years to come
com e
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Clearing the smoke for
constructive conversation
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bagpipe op-ed pieces. But we must
abolition of such terms is a coming landmark of
B y JEREMY
Jere m y Mel.ELLAN
M c L ellan
BY
take an initiative to speak as directly
direcdy
the ongoing struggle for black progress in ~eriAmeri
Lately our campus has been as possible to administration and
ca. Defenders of the word among blacks typically
spurred to passionate dialogue confaculty. We must also place proper
con
It’s official. Ben Cawood has changed his name
It's
argue for a subversive re-valuation of the word, a
cerning the recent decision by Dean pressure on the administration to
“BJ” You see, he had always been "BJ"
“BJ” program of black efforts to undermine the potency
back to "BJ"
Voyles to prohibit smoking on stage hold a public forum. And talk to a
until he came to Covenant. Suddenly, everyone of the word and strip it of its corrosive power.
during theatrical performances. professor, administrative memmem
started calling him "Ben,"
“Ben,” "Cawood,"
“Cawood,” or (in my
started.
These issues have more to do with deeper issues
The purpose of this article is not to . ber, or at least one of the
“Roomie,” and he went along with it. But of human identity .and
case) "Roomie,"
and selfhood than we'd
we’d like to
argu
contribute to any particular argurepresentatives of Student DevelopDevelop
now, after three years, he’s
. npw,
he's taking a stand.
think. Scholars in the field of Disability Studies use
ment; indeed, it seems to me thar
that ment-namely,
ment— namely, the Associate Dean
So why am I telling you this? For one, it got me different language to refer to the people at the cencen
the present "discussion"
of Students, your RD, or your RA.
“discussion” has yielded
thinking about names and personal identity. And,
person" is used to conter of inquiry. "Disabled
“Disabled person”
con
mostly heat and little light. I believe
mdstly
A second concern that I have · after all, BJ
BJ is right. Names like "BJ"
“BJ” or ':Jeremy"
‘Jeremy”
vey the centrality of disability in personal identity;
that if members of our commuis the nuances of bitterness and
commu
are not just descriptions of a pre-existing identity; the term "person
“person with a disability"
disability” or "people-first
“people-first
disrespect that are being harbored
nity mean to constructively engage
ex language"
it is part of that identity. This issue, moreover, exlanguage” illustrates the commitment to a belief
each other on these issues, some against Dean Voyles. For many
BJ and Jeremy, and into in an inner, constant, fixed essence that precedes
tends much further than BJ
critiquing must be done on the thoughdess
thoughtless and unimaginative
·the
the categories of conflict that plague the current the arrival of the disability; and the even more acaaca
engagement itself.
minds, he has become the brunt
culture wars.
demic “person
"person labeled disabled"
disabled” focuses on how
of immature jokes and the epitome
My critique begins with the adad
In my years of working with special populations disability is a socially constructed definition that
ministration. It seems to me that of what the administration does
in academic, vocational, and ecclesiological setchanges, like all constructions, over time. Within
set
wrong. Such thinking only ignores
the doors of constructive conversaconversa
tings, I have heard scores of labels used in defining minority groups, minor variations in language and ·
tion have largely been closed to stu- core issues while building up bitterbitter
the groups with whom we work. Labels like "id“id spelling can carry tremendous significance. Thus,
The announcement regarding ness.
dents.
dents.The
iot,"
"deaf
iot,” "moron;'
“moron,” "feeble-minded,"
“feeble-minded,” and "changling"
“changling”
“deaf person"
person” and "Deaf
“Deaf person"
person” mean very difdif
Dean Voyle's
Voyle’s recent decision, for
While Dean Voyles needs to get to
have given way to more sophisticated terminolterminol ferent things, with the latter emphasizing membermember
example, came by way of a Bagpipe know Covenant students, Covenant
“intellectually impaired,"
impaired,” "cognitively
“cognitively ship in a linguistic minority group. Other equally
ogy such as "intellectually
article. Last week's
week’s faculty meeting
students need to get to know Dean
disabled,” or "mentally
“mentally handicapped."
handicapped.” While the
disabled,"
contentious linguistic options could be and have
held over the issue was moved to exex
Voyles. We need to have the guts to
aca been debated ad nauseam in discussions of any
former labels have largely been driven from acaecutive session. Furthermore, there say that the impersonal public imim . demic discourse, the later have an air of sham and social group. The labels "black,"
“black,” "Black,"
“Black,” '1\fri“Afri
has been little
litde initiative to actively
age that has been erected for him is
experi
falseness that can actually homogenize life experican-American,"
can-American,” and "person
“person whose skin happens
and directly
direcdy engage the students on
probably not the real Brad Voyles.
ences and treat the persons being described in an to be black”
black" all carry with them certain conceptual
the issue.
In actuality, Voyles has aa personable
over-medicalized way. The recurring assumption recommendations for thinking about the relation
relationThis is of no advantage to Dean disposition, a thoughtful demeanor
is that beneath the layers of mental retardation lies ship between personal identity and the contingent
and yes, even a sense of humor.
Voyles or to the rest of the college
someone much like us, yearning to be free. Not variations of life.
administration. Covenant students
Students should also consider
only does this create all sorts of philosophical prob
probAll this to say that despite what "Ben"
“Ben” thought,
and Dean Voyles need to hear from that, as a new administrator, Dean
lems, but it treats the experiences and identities in or we pretend, names and conditions are not meremere
direcdy, not through filfil
Voyles has entered into a rather unfaunfa
each other directly,
our lives as secondary to a imagined, disembodied, ly descriptions of or clothing upon the identity of
tered second and third-hand sourcsourc
Consequendy, it will
ahistorical "soul."
miliar context. Consequently,
“soul.”
the individual. They are constitutive of that ideniden
, es. To this end, I strongly urge Dean take some time for him to know
But even the idea that the Disabled constitute tity. For discourse, such a realization will require us
Voyles to hold a
a public forum
forum in well the structures and spheres of
is it, afaf
a minority group is up for debate. What is
to recognize the dignity and identity of the person
which Voyles himself could explain the school; the precedents ·-— both
individuals spoken of that make to whom we are referring while doing justice to the
ter all, about the individu~s
. his decision and line-of thought, g09d
good and bad -— that were set by
designation apt? IQ
IQ_ tests are one option,
such a ·designation
ss of the human '
complexity and social embeddedne.
embeddedness
and we students could respond Dean Raymond; and the culture
ap person.
but even those are unlikely to garner universal apdirecdy with . our own questions
consid
proval.. . And wh~t
what do we make ·
proval
directly
that hangs in our air. This considand concerns.
of
o f the Deaf community? · Are
eration warrants a fair amount of
In the longer term, it would patience and forbearance.
they, as many would like to
·. think of them, disabled? Or
also be to Dean Voyles'
Voyles’ advanadvan
I am not attempting to prop
Scavenger Hunt
tage to know the student body
up any of
o f the particular decideci
“lin
· do they rather constitute a "linFebraary 27* - A p ril 3*
in a more intimate and personal sions that Dean Voyles has made.
group,” due to
guistic minority group,"
Rather, I'm
I’m petitioning for an end
manner. This could happen by Rath~r,
.their collective group identity
Helt
Here it
i« llowyw
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way of conversations in the Great
and their common [sign] Ianlan
and
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Find ~y
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will haw
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lic · forums a monthly or even he makes will clarify the issues, as
sisted that their stunted growth .
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introduce yourself (cwn
(even if du,ythey know
taiow
• To olaimpnm:yUGmlllt
&say
one of lufour '"by
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words”
inteiject a helpful amount
has more to do with the lack of
you) ,I:
, GIii
semesterly event. In addition to well as interject
conversation..
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condition.
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and their ensuing philosophical
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perfecdy just. Consequently,
Consequendy, adad
perfectly
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unclaimed piz-.
prizes.
.a
horsepower have helped them .
of
·
a personal level
level.
ministrators must be sure that the
Being aware otCm-maat
ofCovenant Communicatiom
Communications .is
is only a put
part of the HiJDtl
Hunt!
a..:In addressing my own peers, I doors of
to fashion their 'own response
...-.,
o f constructive communicacommunica
.have two core concerns. One is that tion are always open, and that the
to the culture wars over group
Presented by:
are always
identities.
we students seem to be engaged in a mechanisms of reform ..u-e
-identities.
is more with ourour
running as they should;
should. At the same
conversation that is
Or take the debate over the
decision-mak
time, we must all remember that
selves than with the decision-maklabeling of African-Americans,
particulariy between rap groups
ers themselves. Granted, we have without due respect to the existing
particularly
COVENANT
en
not been given convenient public authorities and structures, our enand the elites within the black
C O U ftS K
cou.aaa
direcdy.
deavors for reform will ultimately
us
community. Opponents of usvenues to offer our opinions directly.
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A * 0
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infor
result in the destruction of
o f the
inflamma
Hence, the proliferation of inforing the notoriously inflamma“n-word” argue that the
mal conversations, mass emails, and mechanisms themselves.
tory "n-word"
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My 2 Cents
B y J osh D esch
Hey friends, it's
it’s good to be back.
\ Veil, we all knC'i,\'
Well,
knew the Republican Party supports the second
amendment, the right to bear arms, but did the Vice President ooff
these United
United States really have to shoot a man to get their
(heir point
across?;,
across.
Actually; Dick Cheney accidentally shot his companion.
com panion. Harry

V..
'hittington, at a Texas ranch. Immediately upon hearing about the
Whittington,
die
shooting, the
the NRA
N R A donated $
S l10
O million dollars to the Republican
Party.

QJ.iick
Quick impression of
o f George W
W. Bush when he was recend1
recendy asked
if he has seen the movie Brokeback
Brok£badr Mountain,
‘'hayain’t seen it."
it.”
Mounklin. "hayain't
No\\
N
ow this is interesting. The
T he senior George Bush and Bill Clinton
ha,
e become
have
becom e good friends, and if Hillary wins the Presidency in
2008 that would mean the the most powettiil
powerful position
position in the world
has belonged to a Bush (19.8&),
(1988), then to a Glmton
Clinton (1992), tlien
then to a
a
Bush:
2000}, and then to a Clinton (2008
Bush (2000),
(2008)..
After looking at a trend like this I've
I’ve g<>t
got to
with you.
to be honest with
When
When yPUr
your second grade teacher told you ihat
that anybody could be
Presidel,\t
President of
o f the United S~,
States, what your te®her
teacher actually meant was
that anyboqt~uld
anybody could be P~sident
President who catne
came &om
from a
rich, p~werful,
powerful,
,that
a ridt,
w
l l ~ and 1)9litical\y
well e
respccted
politically .J.()mlected
connected f
family.
~
Forgive
me for being cynical. It
It’sjustthat.-tmsJackAbramoff
just that after thisjack A bram off
·ve~being~
lobbying scandal, I’m beginning to think ~
even
Scouts o f
~the
~Boy
¥''iooutsof
America might have a politician in their pocket.
Move over K obe Bryant, a high school girl in New York recendy
scored 113 points in one game. Is that ridiculous or what? W h o was
her oppoenant? T he Sunrise Senior liv in g Geriatrics?
T he University o f Illonois is appealing the NCAA’s ruling that
the the school’s mascot and nickname is “ hostile and offensive” to
Native Americans.
And in a related story, the N C A A is suing itself for offending
those people who they thought were offending other people who
might have been offended by the first group o f people.
If that sounds contusing, good, because the NCAA doesn’t know
what’s going on either.
T hat’s all I’ve got folks. Be sure to lip your waitress,

Senior Joanna Reitz drives from the top o the key.

B y AsHLEY
A sh ley EDEWAARD
E dewaard
BY
As the
only senior on the Lady
the .only
Scots’ basketball team, Joanna
Scots'
Reitz's
Reitz’s role as a leader is
is a big
one. She approaches her job,
though, with a spirit of service
and humility.
She got into basketball when
in third
third grade
she began playing in
with a group of her best friends,
coached by their dads. She
continued to play through high
school and wanted to keep playing
after high school. That's
That’s where
Covenant comes in.
Reitz’s
Reitz's original contact with
Covenant College was the Borger
family. Two Borgers were already
at Covenant in the middle of
the sports scene, running crosscross
the
country. "To
“To make a long story

short, God provided for me to
team had aa “strange
dynamic”, a
"strap.ge dynamic",
come here,’’Joanna
ere," Joanna recalled about diverse group of girls only brought
her co
c liege
llege choice. Joanna made
together by basketball. The new
I
the lo
lofig
g trip
trip from Colorado to : team was a step up for Joanna,
start as freshman. She fell in love
both in time commitment and
with tiee college"i'both
college, both the people
level of competition. "It
“It was an
and the environment.
interesting year,”
year," she said about
Coming
ming from aa small high her freshman year.
schoo
and
school
having
played
Over time teammates gelled
baske all with her best friends
basketball
and now as a senior, the team·
team
ni e years, Joanna found the dynamic is much better. "The
of nir
“The
thos at Covenant different team makes the game,”
team ethos
game," Reitz
from jpast
ast experiences. For one said. "The
“The team is
is what makes
thing, the Lady Scots had a new
it fun."
fun.” Progressively, the team
coach, Roy Heintz had just come
coach
developed unity and the girls built
to Covenant
C enant from Florida State friendships on and off the court.
University
Unive sity where he was an Basketball was no longer the one
assis
assistant.
t. The team was also a thing that brought them together.
very "“spread
out” group of girls,
pread out"
Joanna, the only senior, leads
consis
· g of two seniors, two six juniors, one sophomore,
consisting
junio , two sophomores, and and two freshmen. "It
juniors,
“It can be a
four freshmen.
eshmen. Joanna said the little lonely,”
lonely," she said about her

position of leadership. Seniors,
pos111on
appropriately so, are expected to
lead. She said that she feels great
responsibility in setting the level
of focus and work ethic for every
practice and every game.
As senior and team
team captain,
she has to be a
a model and
example, both on and off the
court, consistent in every area
of life. She strives to make every
player feel a part of the team
and sometimes is the mediator
between Coach Heintz and the
other players. Genial, sincere,
candid and unpretentious describe
Joanna both on and off the court.
Joanna said that this season
has been up and down. The first
semester had some disappointing
losses, but overall "felt
“felt good";
good” ; the
second semester has been more
"frustrating".
“frustrating” . She said she knows
the team can win, but sometimes
they have been inconsistent.
Last Tuesday morning, she left

with the team for
for the conference
tournament. That night, the Lady
Scots attended the conference
banquet. Reitz ·was voted to the
first all-conference team. The
Lady Scots did not move past the
first round, losing to King College
first
on Thursday night. The women’s
women's
basketball team has not been to
the national tournament for a long
time, but that has always been the
goal and with the most promising
season in a long time this year, the
goal look closer all the time.
Like all seniors, Joanna has
to
to think about what she will
do when she leaves Covenant
after graduation. So few
few college
athletes go on to play professional
sports. Right now she is applying
to several graduate schools, with
the goal of eventually coaching
basketball. She is a pre-physical
therapy major, with minors in
physical education and Biblical
Studies.
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Basketb
all Blues
Basketball
BY
B y MAX
M a x BELZ
B elz

Another sports season here
at Covenant has come
com e and gone.
Both basketball teams lost in the
conference tournament
to~rnament in Bristol,
Tennessee, last week.The men,
seeded fifth, beat fourth seeded
Bluefield College on Thursday 7366 to advance to Friday’s
Friday's semifi
semifinal. Senior Nate Beers and junior
junior
Josh Suddath scored 1
17
7 points
each. In all, four Scots scored in
double figures.
The
T he Scots'
Scots’ postseason run was
short-lived, though. On
O n Friday
they lost to top-seeded Montreat
College 66-59. At 17-3, Montreat
had the best conference record.
Sophomore
Sophom
ore Ben Britt scored 16
points; .Suddath
Suddath had 13.
“"We
W e all thought we would
move on [to Nationals],”
Nationals]," sophosopho

more James Cunningham said.

"It
didn't
“ It was hard on us that it didn’t
happen."
happen.”
Two teams are selected from
each conference for the national
tournament in Branson, MisM is
sourisouri— the team with the best rere
cord and the conference tourna
tournament champion. Since Montreat
won
w on the tournament and owned
the best record, Tennessee Weselyan, with the second-best record,
was selected as the other confer
conference representative.
At the conference banquet
preceding the tournament, Josh
Suddath was voted to the first
team all conference; Nate Beers
to the third team all conference.
Senior Jonathan McClellan and
sophomores W
ade Tapp and Dan
Wade
Nielson were honored as AAC
A A C All
Academic
Academ
ic athletes.

The
T he Lady Scots lost to King
College on Thursday night, fail
failing to advance in the conference
tournament. Senior Joanna R
e
Reitz, as usual, led the team with 19
points.
Covenant led in the first half
but allowed King a 29-27 halftime lead. From there, King had
command
com m and the rest of
o f the game.
Covenant beat King in both of
of
their regular season match-ups.
"It's
“ It’s hard to beat a team three
times in a season,"
season,” junior guard
McNerney
McNerney
Erin M
cNerney said. M
cN erney
scored 12 points, all from four
three-pointers.
Both Joanna Reitz and Rebekah Smith were named to the
first team all conference. Smith
was also part ooff the A
A C All-de
AAC
All-defensive team.
Freshman forward Natalea

SCOTTISH & FARFRAE
HEY.
HEY CHECK IT
I T OUT. SCOTTISH!
SC O T T ISH !
ITS
I T S KING NIEL
N IE L NIELSON
N IE L S O N IN
IN THE
ESH AND
-LESHi
AND HE'S
H E'S COMIJ\IG
COMING OUR WAY!

W A I T , WHOA
WHOA...
YOUR
N A M E IS
I S ...
WAIT.
... Y
~ "4AME
NIEL
N IE L NIELSON?
N IE L S O N ?

Gulyas earned a spot on the AAC
A AC
All-freshmen team. Reitz and
junior forwards Michaela Ibach
and Jen Van Groningen A
A C AllandJen
AAC

Academic
Academ
ic athletes.

Narrow road, from page 4
Blues Are Still Blue"?
Blue” ? Obviously
nobody knows, but the thought
causes unease. For this reason I
suggest you take this record with
a grain of
o f salt. If you want some
great new rock then go out and get
the album. Please just remember
that this music has roots. Belle &
Sebastian stand on the shoulders

of
o f giants. Keep perspective-that
perspective— that
“Another SunSun
country guitar on ''.Another
Day"
ny D
ay” was born before anyone
in this band knew what sex, drugs
and rock n'
n’ roll were!!!

Tennis team
loses at Lee
BY
MAX
B
y M
ax BELZ
B elz

In their historical debut, the
Covenant College ladies'
ladies’ tennis
team lost all nine matches to Lee
University on Saturday.
The
T
he tournament, held at the
DeVois Center at Lee University,
had six singles matches and three
doubles matches. All six Covenant
singles competitors lost in straight
sets. Covenant’s
Covenant's first position
player, junior Stephenie Plowden,
played the 38th ranked player in
the nation and had her down in
the first set 5-4. Plowden, however,
failed to pull out the match.
The
ladies'
tennis team
T he
ladies’
next match is a tournament
at Cumberland University in
Nashville March 17 and 18.
Nationally ranked #6
# 6 Shorter
College will be one of
o f the
tournament teams.

By Wesley Murrell
WOW,
W OW , THATS
T H A T S KINDA
WEIRD.
TH ATS
A~
- THATS
UKE
LIKE IF
IF lI WERE .JACK
JA C K .J
JAACICSON..
C K SO N . OR

.JOHN
JO H N .JOHNSON.
JO H N SO N . OR FERG FERGUSON.
ARFRAE-SON!
OR FARFR.AE
FARFRAE F
FA
R FR A E-SO N '

-,

UH... W H A T S WRONG W ITH
[m y NAM E?
PSH, A RE YOU KIDDIN& ME? T H A T S
[ l i k e I F I W ERE ERIC ERICSO N.

[OR BOB BOBSON, OR RO BIN
[RO BINSO N . OR J I M J I M IsO N . OR J A S O N JA S O N S O N .

I TH AT W A S A B O U T TO TURN
IN T O A CO M PLIM ENT

